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Some career transitions evolve naturally, others take a while 

to settle, if they settle at all. In the beginnings of my career 

as a designer I moved from student to professional quite 

easily. It is one transition that happened smoothly. My 

move from an “outsider” to the profession to an “insider” 

happened at a corporate entry level. Once the newness 

wore off and the realization that there were levels within 

the corporate context kicked in, I was faced with wanting to 

move from just being a designer into a “creative-decision-

maker.” Being a designer was essentially an “outsider” role 

in my particular situation. For 8 years I strived to meet a 

goal of becoming an “insider” to the upper-management 

creative doings. Once I was part of the “insider” decision 

making process I surprised myself by beginning to question 

the next transition.

As I looked to my future, I realized I didn't want to continue 

the progression I had begun. I started asking myself questions 

such as, "Is this all there is to design? Is this the relationship 

I want with design?" and finally, “Why am I a designer?”  

I learned I had hit a “period of plateau” a common point in 

most designers’ careers that is reached after four or five years 
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in the profession. Sharon Helmer Poggenpohl discusses this plateau in her article “Plain Talk about 

Learning and a Life–in Design.” She says, “Some [designers] will work through this circumstance, some 

will change jobs as a means to reinvigorate their growth, and some will leave the field altogether. Others 

will seek out a graduate program in design.” I decided to go with the latter approach and consider 

looking into graduate design programs. I found this approach more invigorating than trying to reach yet 

another step on the corporate ladder.

I knew graduate school could lead me into a different career path within the profession of design. 

It was at this time of questioning my next transition that I also started teaching as an adjunct at my 

undergraduate alma mater. The teaching experience enabled me to work with design in a different 

capacity other than in the corporate context. Now I had found myself working with design and 

people. I was by no means an expert at design, or teaching for that matter. Of course I had been a 

student, but being the responsible person in the room for 20+ students’ knowledge of design was a 

challenge I wasn’t prepared for. I began to identify myself as being an “outsider” in academics, and 

more specifically, design education. I felt I was merely “pretending” to be a teacher at this point and I 

knew I needed to be part of a graduate program that eased me into the “inside” of design education.

“Not in his goals but in 

his transitions is man great”   — Ralph Waldo Emerson 
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I wasn’t completely prepared for this next transition I had been stirring up. Looking back, there was 

no way to really prepare myself for the graduate experience. During the entire 2 years of graduate 

school I was an “outsider.” My peers were from different backgrounds, my professors were from 

different planets, the smart ones, and the discussions of design forced me to look at design as I never 

had before. I was in awe of the intelligence that surrounded me. It was like learning a new language 

or visiting a foreign country for the first time. With each semester I became a step closer to being an 

insider, a real graduate student. In this case I didn’t feel like an “insider” until my thesis was presented 

and signed by my committee members. I was beginning to see a pattern that when a transition is 

completed or at least successful, then one becomes an “insider.”

Having identified a pattern I would have thought the next transition into full-time teaching would have 

been easier. I encountered a different set of challenges I hadn’t faced previously. The most difficult 

has been to find out where I fit within the greater academic community and finding ways to bring 

design into other disciplines. The other difficulty has been the constant questioning or reinvention of 

my approach to educating students about design. In many ways I still felt like I was “pretending” to be 

a teacher. At what point was I going to be a comfortable “insider” as a design educator?

Now I begin to question if it is ever possible to become an “insider” to the design profession or design 

education? Probably not as that is the beauty of design. The needs, wants, and roles of design are 

constantly changing and evolving with technology and culture. All of us are just “outsiders” trying to 

get “inside” of design long enough to define a problem and suggest a solution to better our culture. 

Once we get “in” there is a shift that occurs and we are once again on the “outside.” I’ve come to  

a personal understanding that being an “outsider” is what fuels my motivation to get “in” and I’m 

okay with that.
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